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PART 1

The right size
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Size 38 
The evidence based shoeshop

The Store With The Right Size Shoes
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"The shoes you gave me are too small for me"

"How did the investigators come to this conclusion?"

No sir, 38 is the right size. This was shown in a carefully 
conducted evidence based randomized controlled clinical trial 

They divided a people into 2 comparable groups. At random.

One group got clogs with size 38, the other 47.

All participants had to do a running test and the result of both 
groups were compared: 38 did better than 47.

This difference was highly significant, therefore, from now on 

WE ADVICE ALL OUR CLIENTS TO WEAR SIZE 38 
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b i t . l y / 2 G l l g i V

This is the study:
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too small

"This is insane, can't you see that 38 is too small for me?"
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too large

"and 47 too large, so this is bullshit, right?"
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compare 1 treatment ("size 38") with 1 other 

treatment ("size 47") in 2 randomly selected 

groups of patients, to be able to advise

"the best treatment" ("size 38")

to all individual patients

"Medical researcher would never do this, right?"

"never,  right?"
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the first robust study worldwide

to directly compare two tapering methods

"think again"
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"soon we will know what works once and for  a l l "

b i t . l y / 34Nx2 fu

in  5  years

"do we believe this?"
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"Size 38 studies"

are stock and trade of medical research

a promise often made is that "Size 38 studies"

will make possible personalized medicine

(doctors will be able to predict which specific 

treatment is best for a given patient)

Do we believe this?
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compare 1 treatment ("size 38") with 1 other 

treatment ("size 47") in 2 randomly selected 

groups of patients, to be able to advise

"the best treatment" ("size 38")

to all individual patients

"Medical researcher would never do this, right?"

"never,  right?"
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the first robust study worldwide

to directly compare two tapering methods

"think again"
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treatment is best for a given patient)
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PART 2

having a meaningful conversation 
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1. Taper gradually and hyperbolically

2. Allow patients to take the time they need

3. Adhere to the principles of shared decision making

4. Monitor before, during and after tapering

5. When withdrawal occurs, do not proceed but halt and adapt

Universal rules about HOW to taper a drug
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no mention of weight, sex, age,  etc. 

1. dosing recommendations in guidelines:

really?

problems to overcome

==> one size fits all
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2. gradual ('hyperbolic') tapering requires (very) low doses 

Rule of thumb: a small dose change can have a much larger 
impact when the dose is low than a large dose 
change when the dose is high

Example: reducing the dose of paroxetine from 4 to 2 mg can 
lead to (much) more and (much) worse withdrawal 
than reducing the dose from 40 to 20 mg 
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3. medication comes in  only a few standard doses, 

e.g. 10, 20, 50 mg

a few sizes do not fit all what is needed:
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Doctors have always struggled to prescribe the "right" dose

because:

1. pharmaceutical companies never provided all the (lower) 

doses that were needed

2. psychiatry never asked for these (lower) doses
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PART 3

how to taper safely?
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many patients understood this better than most professionals
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dose

time

* Horowitz & Taylor (2020) Lancet Psychiatry, 6, 538-546. bit.ly/3kWn5Sr

Tapering strips: how it works 

(hyperbolic*, modular, 28 day strips)
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taper as 
planned

stabilise

increase
dose

halt 
tapering

slow down

slow down

stabilise slow down

TREATMENT  OPT IONS

NOT AT ALL

VERY MUCH

SUBJECT IVE
WITHDRAWAL 4  POSS IBLE  OUTCOMES

SUCCESFUL TAPER

FIND LOWER DOSE

BACK TO

STARTING DOSE

OTHER OUTCOME

a meaningful conversation in the doctors office
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how to adapt?

time

dose

taper as 
planned

stabilise

start
hyperbolic 
taper

down
slow

stabilise
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Helps you and your practitioner to let your drug tapering go well

Fill in every day at a fixed time, preferably at the end of the day

Fill in the number that best describes your (subjective) withdrawal 

complaints.     1 = ‘not at all’;  7 = ‘very much’

Write down your symptoms, especially when they are new or are 

getting worse

Show this form  when you visit your doctor

(Self)monitoring form

Groot &  van Os (2020). Ther Adv Psychopharmacol 10, 2045125320932452 bit.ly/2GllgiV
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Number xxx

Medication venlafaxine

SACHET DAY mg Score      
(1 t/m 7) W I T H D R A W A L    S Y M P T O M S

28 sunday 75

27 monday 74

26 tuesday 73

25 wednesday 71

24 thursday 70

23 friday 69

22 saterday 68

21 sunday 67

20 monday 66

19 tuesday 65

18 wednesday 64

17 thursday 63

16 friday 62

15 saterday 61

14 sunday 60

13 monday 59

12 tuesday 59

11 wednesday 58

10 thursday 57

9 friday 56

8 saterday 55

7 sunday 54

6 monday 54

5 tuesday 53

4 wednesday 52

3 thursday 52

2 friday 51

1 saterday 51

as simple as possible 

easy to fill in

links (dis)appearance of
subjective withdrawal 
symptoms to changing 
drug dose

informative and useful for  
the patient as well as for 
the clinician 

(Self)monitoring form

bit.ly/2GllgiV
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Tapering  (Example, clomipramine)

bit.ly/2GllgiV
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Stabilisation (example, diazepam)

bit.ly/2GllgiV
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Does tapering medication help?

Observational studies 1: 

Review:

Observational studies 2: 
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2 observational studies

participants likely a selected group

many long-time users

unsuccessful stop attempts with severe withdrawal

many patients informed their doctors about tapering 
strips, not the other way around

health insurers refused to reimburse tapering medication

no additional guidance

This is very different from most RCT's, with participants who 
are often not representative for patients in daily clinical practice
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most important results

70% tapered completely (study 1)

after 1-5 years, 68% still without medication (study 2)
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Conclusions

1. An unknown (but substantial?) number of patients 
appears to be able to come off and stay off psychotropic 
drugs, even after many years of use and multiple failed 
stop attempts

2. Doctors must be able to let their patients taper gradually 
according to a personalised responsible tapering schedule 
that can easily be adapted

3. Doctors must be able to prescribe the (tapering) 
medication a patient needs, based on shared decision 
making and proper (self)monitoring 
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Tapering strips and stabilisation strips are now available for for 
antidepressants, antipsychotics, sedatives (benzo's), opioid 
painkillers (like tramadol, oxycodon), anti-epileptics and some other 
drugs. Also available are switch strips.

Tapering medication is only provided upon prescription of a certified 
doctor, and can also be prescribed and used in other countries 

For information visit these webisites of User Research Center NL:

www.taperingstrip.nl; 

www.taperingstrip.org (English)

www.taperingstrip.de (German)

for other languages, see www.taperingstrip.org
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Thank you

User Research Centre NL
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